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Abstract
Due to the increasing role of quickest paths for on-demand routing in computer networks, it
is important to compute them faster, perhaps, by trading-o3 the quality for computational speed.
We consider the computation of a quickest path from a source node to a destination node for
a given message size in a network with n nodes and m links each of which is speci6ed by
bandwidth and delay. Every known quickest path algorithm computes m shortest paths either
directly or indirectly, and this step contributes to most of its computational complexity which is
generally of the form O(m2 +mn log n). We present a probabilistic quickest path algorithm that
computes an approximate quickest path with time complexity O(pm + pn log n) by randomly
selecting p6m bandwidths at which the shortest paths are computed. We show that the delay
of the computed path is close to optimal with a high probability that approaches 1 exponentially
fast with respect to p=m. Simulation results indicate that this algorithm computes the optimal
quickest paths with p=m¡ 0:1 for almost all randomly generated networks with n¿ 40. We also
present an algorithm to compute the path-table consisting of these approximate quickest paths
with the same time complexity of O(pm+ pn log n).
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Fig. 1. Example network.
1. Introduction
The quickest paths found an increasingly important role in wide-area networks,
particularly in high traEc networks with time-varying (available) bandwidths. In long-
haul networks, the combination of propagation delays and low available bandwidths
makes it necessary to compute quickest paths which take into account both the de-
lays and bandwidths. These paths are preferred over the paths with largest bandwidth
alone [15] in long-haul networks since the former provide minimum message delays.
The problem of computing quickest paths has been studied extensively in the classical
formulation [7,3,13] and more recently in various generalizations [16,12,9,1,5] most of
which are motivated by network applications. In practical deployments, the quickest
paths have been used in NetLets-based overlay networks [8] to minimize the end-to-end
delays over the Internet.
The quickest paths needed in wide-area network applications impose certain new
considerations that are speci6c to these environments. In operational networks, the
available link bandwidths change, thereby rendering the precomputed paths or path-
tables obsolete. In practice, the quickest paths may have to be re-computed quite fre-
quently, typically, as and when messages arrive at the source. Thus, it is extremely
important that the complexity of such computations be low; in exchange for faster
computation, the quality of computed path may be traded-o3 to a certain extent.
We consider a computer network N =(G; B; D) represented by a graph G=(V; E)
with n nodes and m links, bandwidth mapping B :E →R+ and delay mapping D :E →R.
Each link l=(i; j)∈E has a bandwidth B(l)¿0, and delay D(l)¿0. A message
of  units can be sent along the link l in T(l)= =B(l) + D(l) time. Consider a
simple path P from i0 to ik given by (i0; i1); (i1; i2); : : : ; (ik−1; ik), where (ij; ij+1)∈E,
for j=0; 1; : : : ; (k − 1), and i0; i1; : : : ; ik are distinct. Subsequently, a simple path is re-
ferred to simply as a path. The delay of P is D(P)=
∑k−1
j=0 D(lj), where lj =(ij; ij+1).
The bandwidth of P is B(P)= mink−1j=0 B(lj). The message delay of P in transmitting
a message of size  is T(P)= =B(P)+D(P). The path P from s to d is the quickest
for message size  if T(P) is the minimum among all paths from s to d. For the
network in Fig. 1, consider s= v1 and d= v5. For ¿40, P3 is the quickest path;
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Fig. 2. The fraction p=r (expressed as percentage along y-axis) needed for quickest path for 10,000 randomly
generated networks as a function of number of nodes (along x-axis).
¡40, both P1 and P2 are the quickest paths; and for =40, all three are quickest
paths.
We consider the problem of computing a quickest path from s to d [3,13] for a given
message size . Every known algorithm to this problem computes r shortest paths in
bandwidth-constrained subnetworks of N either directly [3,13] or indirectly [11], where
r6m is the number of distinct bandwidths. These shortest path computations constitute
the main part of its complexity O(rm+ rn log n), in which O(m+n log n) corresponds
to the complexity of a single shortest path computation. In this paper, we show that
one can signi6cantly reduce these shortest path computations while probabilistically
guaranteeing close to optimal performance.
We propose the algorithm PQuick that computes shortest paths at p bandwidth
values chosen independently without repetition according to the uniform distribution,
and linearly extrapolates their values at other bandwidths. A simple sampling argument
shows that the probability that a quickest path is computed by PQuick is p=m, and the
expected value of p=m is (r+1)=2r≈ 0:5. Our simulation results are consistently much
stronger as shown in Fig. 2: on 10,000 randomly generated networks PQuick yielded
the quickest paths with p=m¡0:1 for almost all networks with n¿40. These results
indicate that a more fundamental property might be responsible for its success.
Let P∗ and Pˆ denote a quickest path and its approximation computed by algorithm
PQuick, respectively. Let P denote the set of all paths from s to d, and P∗ denote
the set of all quickest paths from s to d for message size . The main underlying
approximation used by algorithm PQuick is the linear interpolation of the computed
shortest path distances to unsampled bandwidths. The delay-function, that maps the
bandwidth values to shortest path delays, is monotone in bandwidth (see Section 2
for a detailed discussion). This function, which is at the heart of the quickest path
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computation, is very conductive to approximation by random sampling since it can be
approximated using a function class with Vapnik–Chervonenkis dimension of 1 [14].
We exploit this property to show that
P{T(Pˆ) = T(P∗)}¿ 1− 8p exp−
{
2∗
4m2D2r
p
(∑∞
i=0(p=m)
i)2} ; (1.1)
where Dr is the largest delay of the r shortest paths, and ∗= minP∈P\P∗{T(P) −
T(P∗)}
is the di3erence between the quickest and next-to-quickest delays for paths from P.
Note that the right hand side approaches 1 extremely fast with respect to p=m since
the linear term 8p will be dominated by the exponential term. This result explains the
strong performance of the proposed quickest path algorithm observed in our simulation.
While the probability bound in Eq. (1.1) is very useful in explaining the performance
of PQuick, it does not yield a value of p needed to ensure certain probability of 6nding
P∗. This is mainly because of the unknowns Dr and ∗. By using an upper bound
Dmax = (n− 1)maxl∈E D(l) for Dr , we derive three di3erent estimates for p to ensure
P{T(Pˆ)− T(P∗)¿ }¡  (1.2)
for given values of  and  based on three di3erent approximations. These estimates
ensure that the delay of the computed path is within  of the optimal delay with
probability at least 1 − . They highlight di3erent aspects of the performance of this
algorithm.
In a network with 6xed bandwidths, a path-table that speci6es a quickest path for
each value of  [13,10] can be computed in advance. For the network in Fig. 1,
a path-table consists of two intervals (0; 40] and (40;∞) that are mapped to the
quickest paths P1 and P3, respectively. Then the quickest path for a given message size
 can be retrieved in O(log n) time from the path-table. However, when link band-
widths change, the path-table could become obsolete. But, if messages arrive faster than
changes in link bandwidths, it is more eEcient to recompute the path-table rather than
invoking PQuick for every . We present the algorithm PTable that computes a path-
table consisting of the approximate paths of PQuick with the same time complexity
of O(pm+pn log n). Even though both PQuick and PTable have the complexity, the
latter takes more execution time and hence is not preferred if link bandwidths change
faster than the message arrivals.
We describe the probabilistic quickest path algorithm PQuick in Section 2 together
with the simulation results. The analysis is presented in Section 3, where we 6rst
estimate the probability bound and then compute the three sample-sizes. We describe
the algorithm Ptable to compute a path-table in Section 4.
2. Probabilistic quickest path algorithm
Algorithm PQuick is a straight-forward adaptation of the well-known quickest path
algorithm [13]. Let b1¡b2¡ · · ·¡br denote the distinct values of bandwidths b(e),
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e∈E, and let B= {b1; b2; : : : ; br}. Let G(a)= (V; E(a)) denote the subnetwork of N
where e∈E(a) if and only if b(e)¿a. Let an s − d shortest path in G(a) denote
the shortest delay path. We de6ne the delay function db :R+ →R+ such that db(b)
is the delay of s − d shortest path in G(bi), where bi ∈B is the largest bandwidth
such that b¿bi. Note that dB(bi) is simply the delay of s− d shortest path in G(bi).
The delay-function is non-decreasing in b since as b is increased more edges will be
removed from G(b) thereby increasing the delay of the s− d shortest path in it. This
monotone property turns out to be crucial to the performance analysis of PQuick.
The algorithm PQuick (; p) independently chooses p bandwidth indices from
I = {1; 2; : : : ; r} without replacement according to the uniform distribution, and let Iˆ
be the set of indices of the chosen bandwidths (line 1). For simplicity of presentation,
we assume indices 1 are r are always included in Iˆ . The s − d shortest path Pj is
computed in G(bj), for every j∈ Iˆ in lines 2–3; the time complexity of this part is
O(pm+pn log n) using the Fibonacci heaps implementation of shortest path algorithm
[4]. The computed shortest path delays are used in the approximate delay-function dˆb:
dˆb(bj)=d(Pj) for j∈ Iˆ and is linearly extrapolated for j∈ I\Iˆ as in line 9. Then, the
path Pˆ is chosen to minimize the estimated end-to-end delay in lines 10-11; this step
is an approximation to the usual minimization [13] such that dˆb is used in place of db.
The time complexity of lines 4–11 is O(r)=O(m), and hence the total time complexity
of PQuick is O(pm+ pn log n).
Algorithm PQuick(N; s; d; p; )
1. Iˆ ← uniformly and independently choose p entries of I without replacement;
2. for every j∈ Iˆ do
3. compute s− d shortest path Pj in G(bj);
4. for every i∈ I do
5. if i∈ Iˆ then dˆb(bi)=d(Pi);
6. else
7. let i+ and i− be the closest indices in Iˆ larger and smaller than i;
8. b+ = bi+ ; b−= bi− ; d+ =D(Pi+); d−=D(Pi−);
9. dˆb(bi)= b− +
(d+ − d−)
(b+ − b−) (b− b−);
10. compute index k which minimizes {=b(Pj)) + dˆb(Pj)|j=1; 2; : : : ; r};
11. return Pˆ=Pk ;
We generated 10,000 networks by randomly choosing the number of nodes and then
randomly generating the adjacency lists of the nodes. Then for each link, the delay and
bandwidth values are randomly generated. For each network, we randomly selected s,
d and , and computed the quickest path using the algorithm of [13]. To test algorithm
PQuick, we gradually increased the size of Iˆ (starting with 3) until an optimal path
is computed by PQuick; we computed the ratio p=r corresponding to Iˆ that yielded
the optimal path. We used two di3erent modes to generate Iˆ at any given size. In the
6rst mode, we incrementally added the members to Iˆ until quickest path is computed.
Typical results for the 6rst mode for n6100 are shown in Fig. 2 for 10,000 networks.
In the second mode, we generated the entire set Iˆ for each value of its size (as it is
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Fig. 3. The fraction p=r (expressed as percentage along y-axis) needed for quickest path for 1000 randomly
generated networks with utmost 50 nodes using two di3erent modes of sampling the bandwidth.
increased) until the quickest path is found. Typical results for both modes for n650
are shown in Fig. 3 for 1000 networks. The results are very promising in both cases
and are quite similar qualitatively: the fraction p=r rapidly decayed as a function of
n, and in all cases we had p=r¡0:1 for n¿40. Thus, the performance is quite robust
with respect to the speci6cs of sampling, although mode two fared somewhat better
than one. Repeated simulations with di3erent seeds for various pseudo-random number
generators provided almost identical qualitative behavior, namely, p=m¡p=r¡0:1 for
n¿40.
3. Performance analysis
Let b∗ be the bandwidth of a quickest path P∗ ∈P∗, and let p∗ be the random
variable denoting the minimum p value of PQuick such that T(Pˆ)=T(P∗). The
algorithm PQuick returns a quickest path if the bandwidth b∗ of at least one of the
quickest paths is among the chosen set Iˆ . The probability that a particular b∗ is chosen
in the ith pick in Iˆ is given by
r − 1
r
r − 2
r − 1 · · ·
n− i − 1
n− i
1
n− i − 1 =
1
r
;
where the 6rst i − 1 terms in the left-hand side correspond to b∗ not being chosen in
the 6rst i − 1 picks, and the ith term corresponds to the probability with which it is
picked ith time. Hence, the probability that PQuick returns the quickest path is at least
p=r since there can be more than one candidates for b∗. For |P∗|=1, the expected
value of p∗ is given by
∑r
i=1 i=r=(r+1)=2 which indicates that p
∗=r is approximately
0.5 which is much higher than the values observed in simulations. Without relying on
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more speci6c properties of the quickest problem, it is not apparent that PQuick provides
much stronger performance. The consistency and rate at with which p∗=r decayed as
function of n in the simulations indicates that a more conducive phenomenon might at
play.
3.1. Probability of approximation
The closeness of the delay of Pˆ computed by PQuick to T(P∗) depends on the
closeness of the function dˆb(·) to db(·). For simplicity of presentation, we assume
r=m in this section. We de6ne ‖db − dˆb‖∞= maxi |db(bi) − dˆb(bi)|. We de6ne the
expected error of dˆb to be Q(dˆb)=E[|db− dˆb|], where the expectation is with respect
to the sampling distribution on B.
The condition T(Pˆ) − T(P∗)¿ implies ‖db − dˆb‖∞¿. Let Bˆ bet the set of
chosen bandwidths corresponding to Iˆ . Thus, by conditioning on Bˆ we have
P{T(Pˆ)− T(P∗)¿ }6P{‖db − dˆb‖∞ ¿ }
=
∑
Bˆ:|Bˆ|=p
P{‖db − dˆb‖∞)¿ |Bˆ}P{Bˆ}:
Given Bˆ of size p, we have E[db − dˆb|Bˆ]6‖db − dˆb‖∞=(m − p) since db and dˆb
can disagree with equal probability of 1=(m− p) on unsampled bandwidths each time
di3ering no more than ‖db − dˆb‖∞. Note that this quantity is the same for all Bˆ of
size p. Now the condition ‖db − dˆb‖∞¿ implies E[|db − dˆb|Bˆ]¿=(m− p) for all
Bˆ such that |Bˆ|=p, since db(bi) and dˆb(bi) could disagree at the m − p unsampled
bandwidths and their deviation is at least  for at least one of these bandwidths. Thus,
we have
P{T(Pˆ)− T(P∗)¿ }
=
∑
Bˆ:|Bˆ|=p
P{E[|db − dˆb|]¿ =(m− p)}P{Bˆ}
= P{E[|db − dˆb|]¿ =(m− p)}
= P{Q(dˆb)¿ =(m− p)}:
In the second term above, we suppressed the dependence on Bˆ since it is the same for
all Bˆ of size p. In the third term above we used the identity
∑
Bˆ:|Bˆ|=p P{Bˆ}=1, and
the fourth term follows from the de6nition. We now bound the last quantity by using
the empirical risk minimization method of Vapnik [14]. Let empirical error of dˆb based
on the bandwidths sampled so far be de6ned as Qˆ(dˆb)=
∑
i∈Iˆ |db(bi)− dˆb(bi)|. Let F
denote the set of all monotone functions of the form f :R+→R+. Since Qˆ(dˆb)= 0
and dˆb ∈ F, it is the empirically best approximation of db from F. Also, Q(db)= 0
and db is the expected best from F. By invoking Vapnik’s inequality for bounded
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functions [14, Eq. (3.10)], we obtain
P{Q(dˆb)− Q(db) ¿ $} = P{Q(dˆb) ¿ $}
6P
{
sup
f∈F
|Q(f )− Qˆ(f )|¿ $=2
}
6 4 exp
{(
GF(2p)
p
− $2=D2r
)
p
}
;
where $==2(m − p), Dr = maxi db(bi), and GF is the growth function of F (see
[14] for details).
For the class of monotone functions F, we have GF(2p)= 2p since it’s Vapnik
and Chervonenkis dimension is 1 [14]. By combining the above two inequalities, we
obtain
P{T(Pˆ)− T(P∗)¿ }6 4 exp
{
ln(2p)− 
2p
4(m− p)2D2r
}
: (3.1)
By equating the right-hand side to , we obtain the probability 1 −  with which we
can guarantee T(Pˆ)− T(P∗)¡. Thus we have
 = 8p exp−
{

4(m− p)2D2r
p
}
= 8p exp−
{
2
4m2D2r
p
(∞∑
i=0
(p=m)i
)2}
;
where we used 1=(1− p=m)= ∑∞i=0 p=m for p¡m. This bound clearly illustrates the
e3ects of various parameters on the performance. Specifying a larger tolerance  will
result in smaller  and hence better guarantee. Increasing p has a much more pro-
nounced e3ect:  delays exponentially with respect to p, and additionally there is
a compounding e3ect due to the summation of (p=m)i terms in the exponent. This
bound explains the strong performance obtained in simulations, and note that there
are two main factors of interest here as p is increased. First, the conditional ex-
pectation E[db − dˆb|Bˆ]6‖db − dˆb‖=(m − p) becomes smaller as p is increased, and
thus the expected error itself reduces as a result of sampling without repetition; this
factor is responsible for the summation term in the exponent. Second, due to mono-
tonicity of F, the positive part of the exponent in the term 4 exp{((GF(2p)=p) −
$2=D2r )p} is reduced to a linear term in p while the negative part remains in the
exponent thereby contributing to the exponential decay with respect to p. Note that
the linear approximation dˆb(·) is itself a monotone and achieves zero empirical er-
ror which enabled us to apply the simple version of the bound due to empirical risk
minimization.
Now to show the bound in Eq. (1.1), we simply specify small enough : by using
¡∗, we are guaranteed that T(Pˆ)=T(P∗), since =∗ is achieved by the next-
to-quickest path and Pˆ achieves strictly smaller . Summarizing the results of this
section and the previous section we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1. The algorithm PQuick computes the path Pˆ in network N from node
s to d for a message of size  with time complexity of O(pm + pn log n) and the
performance guarantee
P{T(Pˆ) = T(P∗)}¿ 1− 8p exp−
{
2∗
4m2D2r
p
(∞∑
i=0
(p=m)i
)2}
:
While this bound provides valuable insights into the performance of PQuick, it does
not help in choosing suitable p value a priori, since it relies on the unknowns ∗ and
Dr . We address this issue in the next section.
3.2. Sample-size estimation
We present three di3erent estimates for p that guarantee Eq. (1.2). While all three
bounds are valid, they use di3erent approximations, and consequently one might be
lower than the others in speci6c instances. By using the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1)
it suEces to ensure that p satis6es the condition
¿ 4 exp
{
ln(2p)− 
2
4(m− p)2D2max
p
}
;
where we use the upper bound Dmax = (n − 1)maxe∈E D(e)¿Dr . Then we use the
inequality ln(2p)6kp− ln k − 1 for some k¿1, and solve for p. Thus we have
 = 4 exp
{
kp− ln k − 1− 
2
4(m− p)2D2max
p
}
;
which in turn yields
ln(4=)− ln(ek)= 
2
4(m− p)2D2max
p− kp: (3.2)
By choosing ln(ek)= ln(4=), and solving for p we obtain the 6rst formula
p1 =m− 4Dmax
√
e: (F.1)
Thus, the savings in shortest path computations due to PQuick are at least (=4Dmax)√
e. And the parameter  has a proportional e3ect but the reduction in  has a much
more pronounced negative e3ect since 0¡¡1.
For the second formula, we choose k =2=4mD2max and simplify Eq. (3.2) to the
following quadratic equation:
k1l2 − [(m− 1)k1 − c1]p− c1m = 0;
where K1 =2=4mD2max and C1 = ln(4=)− ln(eK1). By solving this quadratic equation,
we obtain the second estimate
p2 =
m− 1
2
− C1
2K1
+
√(
m− 1
2
− C1
2K1
)2
+
C1m
K1
: (F.2)
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An upper bound on p2 is m − 1 − (C1=K1 −
√
C1m=K1), and thus the reduction in
shortest path computations are at least
m
(
4D2max
2
ln
(
16mD2max
e2
)
−
√
4Dmax ln
(
16mD2max
e2
))
;
which increases with m.
For the third estimate we choose k =2=4D2max and simplify the formula in Eq. (3.2)
to obtain the following cubic equation:
p3 +
(
C − 2km
k
)
p2 +
K(m2 − 1)− 2mC
k
p+
Cm2
K
=0; (F.3)
where C = ln(16D2=e2) and K = 2=4D2. This equation can be solved using standard
computational methods. In practice, we evaluate all three expressions for p and choose
the minimum.
4. Path-table computation
If messages of di3erent sizes are to be transmitted from time-to-time, the algorithm
of last section can be repeatedly invoked. But if the messages arrive faster than the
changes in link bandwidths, it is more eEcient to employ a path-table in which the
range of message sizes is decomposed into intervals such that for  in each interval
the minimum end-to-end delay is achieved by a single path. For quickest paths, the
path-table has O(m) entries [10] (for more general cases it may not be 6nite [12]).
To compute the path-table, we utilize the part of PQuick that computes dˆb. For
b1¡b2¡ · · ·¡br , let PˆT = {Pˆ1; Pˆ2; : : : ; Pˆr} such that Pˆi is a path with bandwidth bi
and delay dˆb(bi). For distinct Pˆi; Pˆj ∈ PˆT , let = i; j denote the intersecting point
satisfying the condition i; j=bi + dˆb(bi)= i; j=bj + dˆb(bj).
Algorithm PTable(N; s; d; p)
1. compute approximate delay function dˆb and Pˆ;
2. initialize stack S; L=0; Push(S; [L; 0; 1]); Push(S; [1; 2; 1; 2]); k =3;
3. while k6r do
4. [j; i; j; i] =Top(S);
5. compute i; k , j; k ;
6. while ((i; k6j; k) and (ji = 0)) do
7. Pop(S); [j; i; j; i] =Top(S); compute j; k ;
8. Push(S; [j; k ; j; k]); k = k + 1;
9. R=∞;
10. while not(Empty(S)) do
11. [L; j; i] =Top(S);
12. make Pi quickest path entry for the interval [L; R];
13. R= L; Pop (S);
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Fig. 4. The condition i; k6j; k is not satis6ed in (a), but is satis6ed in (b).
Let P∗N = {Pˆ1∗ ; Pˆ2∗ ; : : : ; Pˆq∗} such that D(Pˆ1∗)¡D(Pˆ2∗)¡ · · ·¡D(Pˆq∗), and Pˆi∗ is
the quickest path in PˆT for ∈ [(i−1)∗ ; i∗ ; i∗ ; (i+1)∗]. We de6ne Pˆi ∈ PˆT to be redun-
dant if it is not a quickest path for any . For |PˆN |¿2, Pˆi is redundant if and only
if for Pˆj and Pˆk such that j¡i¡k, we have Tj;k (Pˆi)¿Tj; k (Pˆj)=Tj; k (Pˆk) as shown
in Fig. 4(b). Equivalently, Pˆi is redundant if and only if i; k¡j; k for j¡i¡k. Then
the path-table of the approximate paths of PQuick can be computed by scanning PˆT
left-to-right eliminating Pˆi’s that satisfy this condition.
We utilize a stack S of entities of the form [; i; j], where  is a suitable message size
and i and j are the indices of Pˆi and Pˆj. In algorithm PTable, each Pˆi is pushed onto S
exactly once (in line 2 or 8), and it is removed from S (line 7) only if i; k6j; k which
means that it is redundant. Now consider Pˆi is redundant and let Pˆj∗ ; Pˆk∗ ∈ Pˆ∗N such
that j∗ and k∗ are the largest and smallest indices, respectively, such that j∗¡i¡k∗.
The entry j∗ is pushed onto stack and is never removed from it, since Pˆj∗ is
non-redundant. When k = k∗ in the while loop of Steps 3–8, the condition i; k∗6j∗ ; k∗
is satis6ed, and Pˆi will be removed from S (if not removed earlier). Thus, only the
paths that remain on S are non-redundant. By noting that the entries on S are of the
form
· · · [(i−1)∗ ; i∗ ; i∗]; [i∗ ; (i+1)∗ ; (i + 1)∗]; · · ·
the intervals are correctly associated with the quickest paths, since Pˆi∗ will be entered
into path-table for the interval [(i−1)∗ ; i∗ ; i∗ ; (i+1)∗].
For while loop of lines 3–8, there are O(r) iterations, with a single push operation
and zero or more pop operations in each iteration. The time complexity of while loop
of Steps 10–13 is O(r) since complexity of each iteration is O(1). Thus the total
complexity of PQuick is O(pm+ pn log n).
Theorem 4.1. The algorithm PTable computes the path-table of approximate quickest
paths from s to d in network N with time complexity O(pm+ pn log n), where the
path Pˆ corresponding to the message size  in the path-table satis<es the performance
criterion in Eq. (1.1).
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5. Conclusions
The quickest paths have found an important role in wide-area networks, which
demand their on-line computation, i.e. as and when messages arrive at the source. The
changes in link bandwidths make it necessary to recompute the quickest paths, and we
present a probabilistic algorithm with much lower complexity than available quickest
path algorithms. This algorithm randomly selects p6m bandwidths at which shortest
paths are computed. We show that the delay of the computed path is close to opti-
mal with a high probability. Simulation results indicate that this algorithm computes the
optimal quickest paths with p=m¡0:1 for almost all randomly generated networks with
n¿40. If messages arrive faster than changes in link bandwidths, it is more eEcient
to compute the path-table from which a quickest path for a given  can be retrieved
in O(log n) time. We presented an algorithm to compute the path-table of approximate
paths with the same complexity as PQuick.
It would be interesting to compute approximate paths for more general formu-
lations of the quickest path problem, such as link bandwidths with known piece-
wise constant variations [5], additional reliability constraints on the links [16],
generalized link bandwidth constraints [12], additional random delays at nodes [8],
and various other routing mechanisms [11]. It would also be of future interest to ob-
tain probabilistic approximate algorithm for the all-pairs version of the quickest path
algorithm [2,6].
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